News Release
President of DRW Life Skills Institute in Kissimmee Honored by Puerto
Rican Chamber of Commerce
Kissimmee, Fla. -- Dr. Wanda Bonet-Gascot (“Dr. W”) recently received the Ricardo
Carrion Professional of the Year 2015 Award during the Puerto Rican Chamber of Central
Florida Fourth edition of Premios El Josco.
Dr.W who heads DrW Life Skills Institute in Kissimmee was recognized for her challenges
and the positive role she plays the business community.
The Puerto Rican Chamber of Commerce of Central Florida is very proud of the
accomplishments and contributions of professionals and business owners in different
industries that are leaders in the community. They believe their contributions help improve
the quality of life for all of us in Central Florida. These citizens who make a positive impact
in our way of life should be recognized and celebrated.
The fourth edition of Premios El Josco honors distinguished professionals and business
owners in nine categories that represent diverse industries that make up the fabric of the
business community. As illustrated in Puerto Rican author Abelardo Díaz Alfaro’s story
entitled El Josco, a Puerto Rican ox (the main character) represents the people who stand up
to challenges and adversity, succeeding in the end; a person who perseveres and fights for
what he or she believes in.
Dr.W Life Skills Institute is a client of the UCF Business Incubation Program in Kissimmee.
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About The DRW Life Skills Institute
DrW Life Skills Institute is a global Emotional Intelligence Education provider and
Coaching School established in Central Florida in 2013. DrW is a proud client of the UCF
Business Incubation Program since 2013. DrW is located at 111 E. Monument Ave., Suite
401-16, Kissimmee FL 34741. www.drwinstitute.org

About the UCF Business Incubation Program
The University of Central Florida Business Incubation Program is a community
resource that provides early-stage companies with the tools, training and infrastructure
to become financially stable, high growth / impact enterprises. Since 1999, this
award-winning program has helped hundreds of local startup companies reach their
potential faster by providing vital business development resources.
With seven facilities throughout the region, the UCF Business Incubation Program is
an economic development partnership between the University of Central Florida, the
Corridor, Orange, Osceola, Seminole and Volusia Counties, and the cities of Apopka,
Kissimmee, Orlando and Winter Springs. Participating companies sustain more than
3,600 local jobs and have had a total impact of $1.51 Billion on regional sales and
$2.48 Billion on regional economic output. During the last fiscal year, the program
has returned $7.95 for every $1.00 invested in the program. Visit www.incubator.ucf.edu
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